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George Stigler propounded a classic Chicago approach to the market for ideas. Like any other
competitive market, over time only the best ideas (the truth) would prevail. Or, as Edwin Canaan
phrased it, “However lucky Error may be for a time, Truth keeps the bank and wins in the long
run” (1894:383). Once such an assumption is accepted, the motivation of those who create the
models, theories or ideas is largely irrelevant.  For Stigler there are essentially no conflicts of
interest involved in ideological considerations since the power of competition must inevitably
cleanse accepted doctrine of any misleading bias. In the market place of ideas, a concept adhered
to by those at  Chicago; it  is  observable results  rather than any ideological  considerations or
marketing prowess of the author that must ultimately carry the day. More widely, the same must
hold in the realm of public policy. What matters here is the worth of the proposal rather than the
background of its formulation.

This though may not necessarily represent how such markets work. Competition delivers the
results  that  best  meet  the  preferences  of  the  relevant  consumers.  If  we take  this  stance,  as
Stigler’s writing partner Gary Becker does, then there is no reason to believe that even over time
we creep ever closer to true doctrines. 

You’ve got to sell what you are doing. It may be that in the long run good ideas do
surface but they surface faster, if written in a persuasive fashion. Moreover, bad
ideas  may  be  put  persuasively.  And  they  may  gain  the  necessary  threshold.
However,  taking  that  same  analogy  in  competition  among  ideas,  there  is  a
presumption, although not a certainty, that in the longer run, the good ideas are
going to compete out the bad ideas. But that may take a long time and may not
even always operate.  There’s nothing necessary about that. Nothing guaranteed
about that (Gary Becker conversation with Craig Freedman, October 1997).

If then competition doesn’t automatically scourge false or inferior ideas, we can’t just breezily
dismiss conflicts of interest or ideological biases as trivial in nature. To at least pose the problem
I begin by demonstrating the problem, given that  a  concrete example,  a pertinent story,  will
always  have  a  greater  impact  than  an  abstract  discussion  about  the  relevant  key  elements
composing the issue. In this spirit I dutifully explain how deliberately chosen initial assumptions
determine desired conclusions by displaying mirror images attempting to model the exact same
problem. The opposing authors by reversing assumptions manage to turn solutions into problems
and vice versa. The two comparative articles, one by Armen Alchian and Harold Demsetz (1972)
and the other by Samuel Bowles (1985) seem to indicate that a clever economist (and all three of
the relevant economists here are clever in the extreme) can argue and prove any conclusion



whatsoever.  Moreover  the  assumptions  they  choose  seem  driven,  either  consciously  or
subconsciously, by ideological concerns.
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